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YOUR LEGACY



DEEP IMPACT

What legacy would you like 
to pass on to your family?



LIFE CHANGE

The changed life of James Dobson’s grandfather.



THE CHANGING
AMERICAN FAMILY



OVERVIEW

• Conflicting Attitudes about Marriage and Family

• Changing Trends in Marriage

• Changing Trends in Family

• Changing Definition of Marriage and Family

•What Should We Do?



CONFLICTING ATTITUDES
ABOUT

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY



SURVEYS

• Better Homes and Garden survey found that their 
readers rated their relationship to their spouse as the 
single most important factor in their personal 
happiness.

•MassMutual study on family values reported that 
eight out of ten Americans reported that their 
families were the greatest source of pleasure in their 
lives—more than friends, religion, recreation, or 
work.



SURVEYS

• “The Lake Wobegon Effect”

•MassMutual Family Values Study found that a majority 
(81%) pointed to their family as the greatest source of 
pleasure, it also found that a majority (56%) rated the 
family in the U.S. “only fair” or “poor.” Almost six in 
ten expected it to get worse in the next ten years.

• The survey concluded that “Americans seem to see 
the family in decline everywhere but in their own 
home.”



SURVEYS

• Gallup poll found that Americans believe the family 
is worse off today then it was ten years ago.

• And they believed it would be worse off in the future 
as well.

• One trend watcher predicted more than a decade ago 
in an article in American Demographics that marriage 
would become in the 21st century “an optional 
lifestyle.”



CHANGING TRENDS
IN

MARRIAGE



POSTPONING MARRIAGE

• A major transition in attitudes toward marriage 
began with the baby boom generation.

• Baby boomers (as well as later generations) did not 
marry as early as previous generations. Instead, they 
postponed marriage until they established their 
careers.

• From the 1960s to the end of the 21st century, the 
median age of first marriages increased by four years 
for men and four years for women.



MEDIAN AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE
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POSTPONING MARRIAGE

• Some of those who postponed marriage ended up 
postponing marriage indefinitely.

• An increasing proportion of the population adopted 
this “marriage is optional” perspective and never 
married.

• They may have had a number of live-in relationships, 
but they never joined the ranks of those who married.



POSTPONING MARRIAGE

• The U.S. Census Bureau has documented the 
increasing percentage of people who fit into the 
category of “adults living alone.”

• These are often lumped into a larger category of 
“non-family households.”

•Within this larger category are singles that are living 
alone as well as a growing number of unmarried, 
cohabiting couples who are “living together.”



ADULTS LIVING ALONE
NON-FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS
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POSTPONING MARRIAGE

• Cohabiting couples are also changing the nature of 
marriage.

• Half of Americans will cohabit as one time or another 
prior to marriage.

• The traditional stereotype of two young, childless 
people living together is not completely accurate; 
currently, some 40 percent of cohabiting relationships 
involve children.



COHABITATION

• David Popenoe and Barbara Dafoe Whitehead - the 
National Marriage Project find that:

- “Cohabitation is replacing marriage as the first 
living together experience for young men and 
women.”

- They conclude that those who live together before 
they get married are putting their future marriage 
in danger (divorce rate).



DIVORCE RATE

•When the divorce rate began to level off and even 
slightly decline in the 1980s, those concerned about 
the state of marriage in America began to cheer.

• Soon the cheers turned to groans when it became 
obvious that the leveling of the divorce rate was due 
primarily to an increase in cohabitation.

• Essentially the divorce rate was down because the 
marriage rate was down.



DIVORCE RATE
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DIVORCE RATE

• Two trends - sharp increase in late 1960s through 
1970s and slight decline in the 1980s.

• Increase due to attitude and opportunity:

- Attitude - less commitment, no fault divorce

- Opportunity - economic opportunities for women

• Decline - fewer couples tying the knot



CHANGING TRENDS
IN

FAMILY



POSTPONING

• The baby boom generation (and subsequent 
generations) not only postponed marriage, but they 
also postponed procreation.

• Lifestyle choice was one reason

• Cost of raising a child was another:

- Parents (1979) could expect to pay $66,000

- Parents (1988) could expect to pay $150,000



OUT OF WEDLOCK

• An increasing percentage of women give birth to 
children out of wedlock.

• This increase is due in large part to changing 
attitudes toward marriage and family.

• The current generation disconnects having children 
and getting married. In their minds, they separate 
parenthood from marriage thus creating an increase 
in the number of single parent homes.



OUT OF WEDLOCK

• Greater social acceptance of out-of-wedlock births, 
divorce, and single parenting tends to reinforce the 
trends and suggest that these percentages will 
increase in the future.

• Young adults who contemplate marriage may be less 
inclined to do so because they were raised in a home 
where divorce occurred.

• They will most likely try to “go it alone.”



BIRTHS OUTSIDE MARRIAGE
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21ST CENTURY FAMILY

“On a spring afternoon, half a century from today, the 
Joneses are gathered to sing “Happy Birthday” to Junior.  
There’s Dad and his third wife, Mom and her second 
husband, Junior’s two half brothers from his father’s 
first marriage, his six stepsisters from his mother's 
spouse’s previous unions, 100-year-old Great Grandpa, 
all eight of Junior’s current “grandparents,” assorted 
aunts, uncles-in-law and stepcousins. While one robot 
scoops up the gift wrappings and another blows out the 
candles, Junior makes a wish . . . that he didn’t have so 
many relatives.”



CHANGING DEFINITION
OF

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY



EUROPEAN TRENDS

•More than half the children in Scandinavian countries 
are born to unwed mothers (54 percent in Sweden,  
49 percent in Norway, 46 percent in Denmark, and   
65 percent in Iceland).

• Essentially we have a whole society doing without 
marriage

•Whole generation of children growing up without 
any idea of what a traditional family might look like.



EUROPEAN TRENDS

• Stanley Kurtz found that when the governments of 
Sweden and Norway permitted same-sex marriage, 
there was a sharp decline in the number of couples 
who decided to get married.

• He also documented that marriage is in decline in the 
Netherlands for the same reason.

• It is reasonable to assume this will happen in the 
United States in the future.



SAME-SEX MARRIAGE

• Courts in Hawaii (1993, 1996) and Alaska (1998) ruled 
that the laws prohibiting same-sex marriage were 
unconstitutional.

• In 1996, Congress passed the federal Defense of 
Marriage Act (DOMA) defined marriage as the union 
of one man and one woman.

• Also clarified the “full faith and credit clause” of the 
U.S. Constitution.



SAME-SEX MARRIAGE

• In November 2003, four judges on the Massachusetts 
Supreme Judicial Court used these phrases to justify 
their ruling that same-sex marriages should be 
allowed in Massachusetts.

• On May 17, 2004, the first legal same-sex marriage 
licenses were issued in Massachusetts.

• On June 26, 2015, the Supreme Court ruled that the 
Constitution guarantees a right to same-sex marriage.



RESOURCES



WHAT SHOULD
WE DO?



BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE

• Biblical perspective on marriage

- Marriage is one man and one woman (Gen. 2:18)

- Context for nurture of children (Ephesians 6:1-2)

- Sex outside marriage is wrong (Ephesians 5:31)

- Flee sexual immorality (1 Corinthians 6:18)

• Biblical perspective on family (Ephesians 5:22-6:4)



BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE

• Present evidence from social science that supports 
these biblical perspectives

- Married people are happier, healthier, better off

- Traditional marriages (incomes, lower social costs)

- Married women are more likely to be happy

- Traditional marriages - positive effects on children



RESOURCES



MINISTRIES

• Churches and Christian ministries should strengthen 
marriages and families

•Ministries and programs (Family Life, Marriage 
Savers)

•We should participate in the political process to 
pass laws that strengthen marriages and families 
(Matthew 5:13-16)



RESOURCES

• Probe Ministries (www.probe.org)

• Heritage Foundation (www.familyfacts.org)

• Family Life Ministries (www.familylife.com)

• Focus on the Family (www.family.org).

•Marriage Savers (www.marriagesavers.org).

http://www.probe.org
http://www.probe.org
http://www.familyfacts.org
http://www.familyfacts.org
http://www.familylife.com
http://www.familylife.com
http://www.family.org
http://www.family.org
http://www.marriagesavers.org
http://www.marriagesavers.org

